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1. Introduction

In a survey article [1] Baumslag posed the problem of determining the abelian
subgroups of a one-relator group. The solution of this problem was stated but not
proved in [5], and partly solved by Moldavanskii [4]. In this papsr it will be proved
that the centralizer of every non-trivial element in a one-relator group with torsion
is cyclic, and that the soluble subgroups of a one-relator group with torsion
are cyclic groups or the infinite dihedral group. That both types of groups may
occur as subgroups is easily seen by considering

G = gp(a,b\a2).

This is a one-relator group with torsion with both finite and infinite cyclic sub-
groups, and the subgroup generated by a and b~1ab is the free product of two
cyclic groups of order 2, which is isomorphic to the infinite dihedral group

gp(x,y\x2,x-1yxy).

The proof follows the general argument of the proof of the Freiheitssatz [3]. In
that proof the main tool is the free product with amalgamation, which leads one to
ask what soluble subgroups can occur in a free product with amalgamation.
Without some conditions on the amalgamated subgroup, one can say little, but if
the amalgamated subgroup satisfies certain restrictive conditions, one can keep
track of the soluble subgroups. The appropriate condition for the purposes of
this paper is that of malnormality.

2. Malnormal subgroups

Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Then H is a malnormal subgroup of G if
for all g e G
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g~lHg nH * 1 => g<=H.

It is clear from the definition that no element outside a malnormal subgroup H
can commute with a non-trivial element of H. In particular no non-trivial element
of H can have a root outside H. Another property easily derived from the defini-
tion is that malnormality is transitive. Further facts concerning malnormal sub-
groups are given in the following lemmas.

LEMMA 2.1 Let G = gp(a,b, •••,c,t\R")n > 1 where R is a cyclically
reduced word in the generators a, b, •••, c, t. Then every subset of these generators
of G generates a malnormal subgroup of G. Moreover, suppose wY(a, b, - , c ) is a
word which when cyclically reduced as a word in the free group generated by
a,b,---,c,t involves the generator a non-trivially, and w2{b,---,c,i) is a word
which when cyclically reduced involves t non-trivially. Then wL and w2 are not
conjugates in G if R involves a,t non-trivially.

The proof of this lemma follows the usual induction argument and is to be
published in another paper. This is a useful lemma, and provides the key to proving
one-relator groups with torsion have a soluble conjugacy problem.

LEMMA 2.2. Let C be the free product of groups A and B with a subgroup J
amalgamated. If J is a malnormal subgroup of the factors A and B then A and
B are malnormal subgroups of C.

PROOF. From the symmetry between A and B in C it will suffice to prove that
A is a malnormal subgroup of C. Suppose

g~1aig = a2,geC,l # aua2eA.

Let left coset representatives of J in A and B be chosen, taking 1 as the coset rep-
resentative for J, and suppose the normal forms for g, au a2 are

where t1,t2eA,J,jl,j2eJ and sus2,---,sm are coset representatives alternately
from A and B. It is required to prove that g e A. This will be done by induction on
\g |, the length of g in normal form. If \g\ = 0, then g e J <= A. Suppose that for
all elements heC with \h\ < \g\,it has been shown that for all non-trivial elements
a,a' of A, h~lah = a' implies he A. Then

tij1s1s2--smj= axg = ga2 = s1s2--sjt2j2.

If tx = 1 then
( 1 J ) 2 - - s J = s2--sjt2j2,

and by examining the first factor on both sides, the malnormality of J in A implies
m = 0 and so g e A. If tx ^ 1 then
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1 sJ= s2—sjt2j2.

From a consideration of the lengths of normal forms in this equation, s1 and 11

belong to the same factor, and sf1 f^S i = fl3 f° r some element a3eA. Hence
a3s2 '••smj= s2 •••smjt2j2, and by the induction hypothesis s2---smjeA. Hence
s1s2 ••• smjeA. This completes the proof of the lemma.

A group is said to have the cyclic centralizer property if the centralizer of
every non-trivial element of the group is cyclic.

LEMMA 2.3. Let C be the free product of groups A and B amalgamating a
subgroup J which is malnormal in A and B. If the groups A and B have the cyclic
centralizer property then

(i) C has the cyclic centralizer property
and (ii) the soluble subgroups of C are cyclic or the infinite dihedral group or are
conjugates of subgroups of A or B.

PROOF. Part (i) is a special case of Theorem 2 of [2]. To prove part (ii), let P
be any non-trivial soluble subgroup of C, of soluble length r. Let <5(G) denote the
commutator subgroup [G, G] and define inductively

5>(G) = SQ'-W) i = 1,2,3,...

where 8°(G) = G. Then 5" \P) jt 1 = 8r(P). The proof of part (ii) will be divided
into two cases.

CASE 1. Suppose §'~1{P)r\A =£ l.Letae8'-1(P)nA,a # 1. Then every ele-
ment of 3r~1(P) commutes with the element a and so 8r~1(P) lies in A, since A is
malnormal in C. Since 8'~1(P) is a normal subgroup of P, malnormality of A in C
further implies P c A. Similarly P is conjugate to a subgroup of A or B if 8'~1{P)
has non-trivial intersection with a conjugate of A or B.

CASE 2. Suppose 8r~1(P)has trivial intersection with all conjugates of A and
B. Since S1"1^) is abelian, it is cyclic. Let u be a generator of 5'~\P) which is,
without loss of generality, cyclically reduced and of length at least 2. Consequently
8r~1(P) is an infinite cyclic group. From elementary group theory

p/z(S-\py) ~ H,

where Z(8'~\F)) is the centralizer in P of S'-^P), and H is a subgroup of
Aut (8'~ J(P)), the group of automorphisms of 8" \P). Now Z{5r~ \P)) is the cen-
tralizer of u, and from the cyclic centralizer property, is infinite cyclic, generated by
x say. Since 8'~ J(P) is infinite cyclic, Aut(<5r- 1(P)) is the cyclic group of order 2. If
H is trivia], then P = Z{8"l(P)) and so P is infinite cyclic. If P is not cyclic then
H is the cyclic group or order 2, and P is generated by x, and an element w, say,
with w2 = xv for some integer v. If v ^ 0, Z(w2) => gp(x, w), and P is cyclic, so
assume v = 0.
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Since x generates an infinite cyclic group, conjugation by w must be the in-
verting automorphism,

Thus P is a homomorphic image of the group with presentation

gp(x, w | w2, w~ 1xwx).

Since every element in such a group has a canonical form xx or wx? for integers
a, p , any further relation will imply x has finite order. That is, any proper homo-
morphic image of the infinite dihedral group is finite. Since P is infinite, it is the
infinite dihedral group.

3. The main theorem

THEOREM. A one-relator group G with torsion has the following property ^3:
the soluble subgroups of G are cyclic groups or the infinite dihedral group, and
the centralizer of every non-trivial element is a cyclic group.

PROOF. Let G = gp(a,b,c,d,---\Rn)n > 1 where one may assume R is a
cyclically reduced word in a,b,c,d,---. The theorem will be proved by induction
on the length A.(R") of R" as a free word in a,b,c,d,---. To simplify the notation,
the convention will be adopted of deleting from the discussion the dots which
refer to generators other than a,b,c,d, As in the proof of the Freiheitssatz, one
considers various cases.

CASE 1. Suppose R contains only one generator. Then G is a free product of
cyclic groups and so any subgroup is cyclic or the free product of cyclic groups.
Also the centralizer of any non-trivial element is cyclic. A free product A*B has a
free subgroup of rank 2 unless A = 1, or B = 1, or A and B are both of order 2.
Since a free group of rank 2 is not soluble, the only possible non-cyclic soluble
subgroup is Z2*Z2 where Z2 is the cyclic group of order 2. This proves G has prop-
erty ty when R contains only one generator.

CASE 2. Suppose R contains more than one generator, say a, b, c, d, and the
exponent sum of one of the generators in R is zero. Without loss of generality let
the exponent sum of a in R, denoted by ua(R), be zero. In this case one considers
the normal subgroup NofG generated by b, c, d, and shows that N has the required
properties. Since N is nicely situated in G, in fact G/N is infinite cyclic, one can
then proceed to prove that G has the required properties.To obtain a presentation
for N one uses a Reidemeister-Schreier rewriting process, see [3], and takes as
generators for N

bt = a~'ba\ c( = a~'ca', dt = a~'da'

where i takes all integral values, and the defining relators of N are obtained by
rewriting a~lR"ai, where i takes all integral values.
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Let a~'Rnal be rewritten in terms of the generators of JV. Then it follows
easily that the rewritten relator is cyclically reduced and is a power R" where Rt

is a~'Ral rewritten. Since a occurs in R", the rewritten words R" will have shorter
length than R", that is

A presentation for JV is

JV = gp(bhct,di (for all iel)\K^(for all is/))

where / denotes the set of integers. As usual in one-relator group theory, JV can be
constructed from "smaller" one-relator groups using a generalized free product
construction. For each integer i define

Nt = gpibi,--,&„+,-,Cj, dj (all integers j) | jRf)

where, without loss of generality, zero and [i are taken to be the smallest and
largest b-subscript respectively occurring in Ro. Then using the Freiheitssatz, JV
may be constructed from these one-relator groups JV, as

JV = U Kk where
k=0

K2k + l = { K 2 k * N k + l ; J k + 1 } k ^ O

K2k = { K 2 k - 1 * N ^ k ; J - k } k > 0

where if i > 0
Ji = 9P(bt,--;blt+i-1,Cj,dj (all integers ;))

and if i < 0
Jt = gp(bi+1,---,blt+i,Cj,dj (all integers j)).

One is able to exploit the induction hypothesis because the building blocks JV,-
which go into the construction of JV are one-relator groups with a relator of shorter
length than R". Thus from the induction hypothesis all the groups JV, have the
property ^}. Therefore Ko has property ^5. Since Kt is a generalized free product
of two groups each with property |̂3, amalgamating a malnormal subgroup (by
Lemma 2.1), it follows from Lemma 2.3 that Kt has property ^3.

Now K2 is a generalized free product of two groups Kl and JV_X each of
which has property 1J3. The amalgamated subgroup in this instance is J _ t which
is a malnormal subgroup of JV_X by Lemma 2.1. But J_t is a malnormal subgroup
of JV0 by Lemma 2.1 which in turn is a malnormal subgroup of Kt by Lemma 2.2.
Hence J_ t is a malnormal subgroup of Kl by the transitivity property of malnor-
mal subgroups. Thus K2 has property ty. One may proceed inductively in this
fashion to show that all groups Km have the required property ^3 and that JV[(m+1 ) /2 ]

and JV_[m/2] are malnormal in Km (here [ ] denotes the integral part of). For
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and J(_1)m[(m+2) /2] ismalnormal in N(_1)m[(m+2)/2]. Also J(_1)n( lB+2) /2] is mal-
normal in N(_1)m[m/2], which is malnormal in Km by the induction hypothesis, so
J(- n-«[(m + 2)/2] is malnormal in Km. Since Km and N(_1 ) m [ ( m + 2 ) / 2 ] have property ^8,
then Km+l has property Ŝ and N(_1 ) m [ ( m + 2 ) / 2 ] ,N_[ m / 2 ] , iV[ ( m +j ) / 2 ] are malnormal
in Km+1. In particular iV[(m + 2) /2 ] and JV_[(m+1)/2] are malnormal in Km+l. Since
the statement is true for m = 0,1, this proves Km has property ^J for all
positive integers m. It is clear from the construction of Km+1, that Km is a malnor-
mal subgroup of Km+l. Hence by using transitivity, Km is a malnormal subgroup
of K, for all integers i > m. Thus Km is a malnormal subgroup of N. Hence the
centralizer in N of any non-trivial element of Km is a subgroup of Km and so is
cyclic. If S is any soluble subgroup of N of length r, and x is any element of 8r~ 1(S),
then xeKm for some integer m. Then every element of 8r~1(S) must lie in Km.
But since <5r~ 1{S) is a normal subgroup of S, then S c Km. Thus iV has property ty.

To show G has property ty, it is convenient to first show the abelian subgroups
of G are cyclic. Let A be an abelian subgroup of G not contained in N. Then
AjA n N is isomorphic to ANjN which is a subgroup of the infinite cyclic group
G/N. Now A, being an abelian infinite cyclic extension of a cyclic group is either
cyclic or the direct product of a cyclic group and an infinite cyclic group, the latter
infinite cyclic factor not in N. Suppose A is not cyclic. Let x, y be generators of A
where 1 ^ y e N, x = a'x, t an integer, and xeN. Without loss of generality as-
sume t is positive and large. Let y when written as an element of the constructed
generating set of N be

and again without loss of generality assume this is the shortest possible word
representing the element y, and that b0, bll+k where \i + k 2: 0 are non-trivial in y.
Assume further that A has been chosen with \i + k minimal. Thus no conjugate of
y has smaller \i + k value than has y0.
Now

x " 1 ^ " 1 ^ = 1

implies
x~1a~ty~1a'xy = 1, or

(3-1) x"Vr1^0 = l

where y, = yo(b,,---,bt+lt+k,ci+t,dj+t) that is, yt is the same word y0 except that
the subscripts of letters in y0 are increased by t. One now proves that equation
3.1 is impossible. Suppose t has been chosen such that t > n + k and t + n + k> n
so y, is not in JV0. Then y0 and y, are elements of Kk+t, and since Kk+t is malnormal
in N, then x e Kk+t. Thus equation 3.1 takes place in Kk+t. Let Kk+t be written as
a free product with amalgamation as follows
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Kk+t = {gp(N_lik+t)l2j,--,Nk)*gp{Nk+1,--,Nk+,);Jk+1}

Now y0 is an element in the first factor and y, is in the second factor, hence y0 and
y, can be conjugates only if y0 is conjugate to an element of Jk+i. By the choice of
y this implies that O^n + k^fi — 1, and so y0 e No and is conjugate in No to
an element of Jt. But again this is impossible by Lemma 2.1. Thus equation (3.1)
is impossible, so the abelian subgroups of G are cyclic. Thus no element outside
N can commute with a non-trivial element inside N. Hence the centralizer in G of
every element in N is cyclic. Let weG and w$N, and suppose w commutes with
g and h. Then w commutes with g~1h~igh which belongs to N. From the remark
above, g~1h~igh = 1, proving the centralizer of w is abelian and therefore cyclic.

Finally suppose S is a soluble subgroup of G not contained in N. Clearly SS
is contained in N, and so is either cyclic or infinite dihedral. If 5S is infi-
nite dihedral, then

S/Z((52S) a; H

where Z(<52S), the centralizer of S2S, and H, a group of automorphisms of <52S,
are cyclic. Hence SS is abelian, contradicting SS being infinite dihedral. Thus SS
is cyclic. Let x be an element of S not in N and y a generator of 5S. As 8S is
cyclic there are only finitely many automorphisms of 6S, and hence there exists an
integer r =£ 0 with

x~Tyxr = y.

Since no non-trivial power of x is in JV, it follows that y is the identity, and S is
cyclic.

CASE 3. Suppose R contains more than one generator and the exponent sum
in R for none of the generators is zero. This case is easily reduced to one of the
other cases. Suppose

cra(R) = oc,ab(R) = P <x,P*0.

Consider the new group

M = gp{x,y,c,d\R\x^x-xy,c,d)).

This is a one relator group with torsion, and contains G as a subgroup under the
isomorphism which maps

a->x<>
b -> x-'y
c -* c

d-*d.

However when R"(xll,x~*y,c,d) is cyclically reduced, it may have greater length
than R"(a, b, c, d). This would be due to extra x-symbols. Since <rx(R") = 0, one
may proceed as in Case 2 above. All the x-symbols are removed in rewriting
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Rn(xf,x~"y, c, d) and the corresponding relator R£ which arises will have shorter
length than the original relator R"(a, b, c, d), and thus the induction hypothesis will
apply. Thus one proceeds as in Case 2 to show that the soluble subgroups of M
are either cyclic or infinite dihedral, and the centralizer of any non-trivial element
of M is cyclic. Since G is a subgroup of M, the same property holds for G, com-
pleting the proof of the theorem.
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